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Silent Patient 
Alex Michaelides
9781409181637    €9.50    ____
Orion        Dec

THE SILENT PATIENT is the 
gripping must-read debut thriller
of 2019 - perfect for fans of THE
WOMAN IN THE WINDOW by A.J.
Finn and THE GIRL BEFORE by JP
Delaney.

*Lammisters 
Declan Burke 
9781999882273    €17.99   ____
Gill Dec

Chef 
James Patterson 
9781787463158    €9.50    ____
Random Dec

FICTION

Police detective by day, food truck
chef by night, now Caleb Rooney
has a new title: MOST WANTED.

Just Watch Me 
Jeff Lindsay
9781409186625    €17.50    ____
Orion       Dec

Riley Wolfe is a master thief, 
expert at disguise, and not averse
to violence when it's needed.
It's no accident, though, that Riley
targets the wealthiest 0.1 percent
and is willing to kill them when
they're in his way: he despises the
degenerate and immoral rich and
loves stealing their undeserved
and unearned valuables.

The Next Girl 
Carla Kovach 
9780751577464    €9.50    ____
Warner     Dec

The Binding 
Bridget Collins 
9780008272142     €11.20   ____
Harper Collins Dec

Kingdomtide
Rye Curtis 
9780008317706   €16.15    ____
Harper Collins        Dec

THE BINDING is an unforgettable,
magical novel: a boundary-defying
love story and a unique literary
event.

The lives of two women-the sole
survivor of an airplane crash and the
troubled park ranger who leads the
rescue mission to find her -intersect
in a gripping debut novel of hope
and resilience, second thoughts and
second chances

Little Darlings 
Melanie Golding 
9780008293710   €8.99    ____
Harper Colins Dec

The Family Upstairs 
Lisa Jewell
9781787461482   €11.20     ____
Random    Dec

Motive X 
Stefan Ahnhem
9781786694621   €11.20   ____
Head of Zeus Dec

Lost 
James Patterson
9781780899534    €15.99    ____
Cornerstone          Dec

Two entangled families.
A house with the darkest of secrets.
A compulsive new thriller from Lisa
Jewell.

How do you catch a serial killer
who never strikes the same way
twice?

Genuine Lies 
Nora Roberts
9780349408026    €10.70  ____
Abacus     Dec

Eve Benedict is a legend: a movie
goddess with two Oscars, four 
ex-husbands and a legion of lovers
to her name. She knows the truth
behind every Hollywood s
candal - and now she's planning to
tell all in a no-holds-barred memoir.



The Assistant 
S.K Tremayne
9780008309527   €14.50    ____
Harper Collins Dec

Blood Orange 
Harriet Tyce 
9781472252746   €9.95    ____
Headline Dec

Nearly Normal Family 
M.T Edvardsson
9781529008142   €9.99    ____
Macmillan Dec

An Electrifying debut thriller for
fans of apple tree yard and anatomy
of a scandal - introducing a stunning
new voice in psychological  
suspence.

FICTION

Nine Elms 
Robert Bryndza 
9780751572711     €17.40  ____
Warner Dec

A Nearly Normal Family is the
stunning psychological thriller
from M. T. Edvardsson and asks
what would you do if your child
was suspected of murder, how far
would you go to protect them? Do
you want to know the truth?

Robert Bryndza is ready to take
the world by bestselling storm
again with the introduction of Kate
Marshall, a woman with a dark se-
cret and a powerful sense of jus-
tice.

Those People 
Louise Candlish
9781471168109   €9.99   ____
S&S Dec

Shadow
James Swallow 
9781785765223   €8.99  ____
Bonnier Dec

The Night Window 
Dean Koontz 
9780008291389      €9.99  ____
Harper Collins Dec

House on Fire 
Joseph Finder 
9781838930547     €18.65  ____
Head of Zeus Dec

She will destroy her enemies once
and for all... The explosive 
conclusion to the Jane Hawk saga,
from No. 1 New York Times best-
seller Dean Koontz.

Private investigator Nick Heller is
hired to infiltrate a powerful
family whose vast wealth hides
something more sinister.

Silent Night is an emotional, 
heart-rending story of loss, grief
and new beginnings, by the world's
favourite storyteller, Danielle
Steel.

Introducing a new, Irish historical
mystery series set in war-torn 1920s
Cork, featuring the savvy amateur
sleuth Mother Aquinas

A woman's chilling family history
comes back to haunt her in this
captivating thriller set in the
foothills of the Scottish 
Highlands.

The Missing Years 
Lexie Elliot 
9781786495594     €9.99   ____
Atlantic Dec

Silent Night 
Danielle Steel 
9781509877744     €8.99   ____
Macmillan Dec

*A Shameful Murder 
Cora Harrison 
9781786894984     €11.20   ____
Canongate                 Dec

The Rhythm Section
Mark Burnell
9780008301804    €9.99    ____
Harper Collins Dec

Soon to be a major motion picture,
from the producers of the James
Bond film series, starring Jude Law
and Blake Lively. She has nothing to
lose and only revenge to live for



Almost Perfect Holiday 
Lucy Diamond 
9781529026962    €16.15    ____
Macmillan                 Jan

Fifty-Fifty 
Steve Cavanagh 
9781409185857    €17.40   ____
Orion Jan

Flatshare 
Beth O’Leary
9781787474413    €9.95    ____
Quercus   Jan

FICTION

Gravity is the Thing  
Jaclyn Moriarty 
9781911630692    €16.15    ____
Atlantic   Jan

Gravity is the Thing  HB
Jaclyn Moriarty
9781760875671     €16.15   ____
Atlantic    Jan

Hi Five 
Joe Ide 
9781474608947   €18.65    ____
Weidenfeld      Jan

Twenty years ago, Abigail Sorenson's
brother Robert went missing one
day before her sixteenth birthday,
never to be seen again. That same
year, she began receiving scattered
chapters in the mail from a 
mysterious guidebook, whose
anonymous authors promised to
make her life soar to heights 
beyond her wildest dreams.

Twenty years ago, Abigail Sorenson's
brother Robert went missing one
day before her sixteenth birthday,
never to be seen again. That same
year, she began receiving scattered
chapters in the mail from a 
mysterious guidebook, whose
anonymous authors promised to
make her life soar to heights 
beyond her wildest dreams.

Holdout 
Graham Moore 
9781409196808   €16.15    ____
Orion Jan

If She Returned 
S.A Dunphy 
9781473699199     €9.50    ____
Hodder Jan

No Safe Place 
Patricia Gibney 
9780751574913    €9.95    ____
Warner      Jan

*Ocean Between Us 
Ann O’Loughlin
9781409183372    €17.40   ____
Orion       Jan

David Dunnigan just received the
phone call he has spent eighteen
years waiting for.
A young woman has been found --
and she's claiming to be his niece
Beth, who disappeared as a child. Is
she telling the truth? And, if she is,
will Dunnigan finally rid himself of
his demons, and help her to rebuild
her life?

If you love Angela Marsons, Robert
Bryndza and Rachel Abbott, you’ll
love the latest pulse-pounding
thriller from Patricia Gibney. No
Safe Place will keep you guessing
until the very last page.

When Cora Gartland learns that
her long-term partner, Jack, has
been killed in a car crash in 
Ireland her world falls apart. But
then she is told that there was a
woman in the car with him, a
woman identified as his wife
Amelia. Devastated, she flies to
Dublin to try to make sense of
Jack's secret life. 

*Gabriella 
Caragh Bell
9781781997628    €9.99 ____
Poolbeg     Jan

Five best friends in a high school
computer club get sucked into an
underground hacker's game run by
a mysterious A.I. that thinks it is
God. It's all fun and games until
people start to get hurt.

God Game 
Danny Tobey 
9781473224483     €18.65   ____
Gollancz    Jan



Tell Nobody 
Patricia Gibney 
9780751577532    €17.40    ____
Warner     Jan

FICTION

Their Little Secret 
Mark Billingham
9780751567007     €11.20   ____
Warner Jan

Abigail 
Magda Szabo
9780857058485    €18.65    ____
Quercus   Jan

A cult coming-of-age novel by the
multi-award winning author of THE
DOOR and KATALIN STREET.

Adults 
Emma Jane Unsworth  
9780008334604    €16.15    ____
Harper Collins    Jan

Big Sky 
Kate Atkinson
9780552776660    €10.85   ____
Corgi Books Jan

Corresspondents 
Tim Murphy 
9781529020403    €17.40    ____
Macmillan        Jan

*Ann Devine Ready for Her ..
Colm O’Reagan
9781848272477   €10.85    ____
Transworld Ireland    Jan

American Dirt 
Jeanine Cummins 
9781472261410    €16.99    ____
Headline      Jan

Diary of a Somebody
Brian Bilston 
9781529005561     €11.20    ____
Macmillan   Jan

The Death of Jesus 
J.M Coetzee
9781787302129     €17.40   ____
Random House        Jan

Djinn Patrol on the Purple Line
Deepa Anappara
9781784743093     €16.15    ____
Chatto & Windus Jan

Daisy Jones and the Six 
Taylor Reid Jenkins 
9781787462144    €9.95    ____
Random       Jan

The extraordinary story of a mother
who will risk anything to save her
son from the fate that destroyed
their family: a novel with the 
topicality of EXIT WEST and the 
urgency of ROOM

By turns funny and poignant, 
travelling from New England to
the Middle East, Correspondents is
an epic family saga, for fans of
The Kite Runner and The 
Sympathizer.

A masterful new novel completes
an incomparable trilogy from J. M.
Coetzee, Nobel laureate and two-
times winner of the Booker Prize

They were the new icons of rock
and roll, fated to burn bright and
not fade away.
But on 12 July 1979, it all came
crashing down.

A unique mix of poetry and diary by
the unofficial Poet Laureate of 
Twitter, the enigmatic Brian Bilston,
this suburban murder mystery will 
appeal to fans of Adrian Mole and The
Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night-time.



The Far Field 
Madhuri Vijay 
9781611854831   €11.20    ____
Atlantic     Jan

An elegant, epic debut novel that
follows one young woman's search
for a lost figure from her 
childhood, a journey that takes
her from Southern India to 
Kashmir and to the brink of a 
devastating political and personal
reckoning.

FICTION

Frankissstein 
Jeanette Winterson
9781784709952    €11.20    ____
Vintage    Jan

What will happen when Homo 
sapiens is no longer the smartest
being on the planet? Jeanette 
Winterson shows us how much closer
we are to that future than we re-
alise. Funny and furious, bold and
clear-sighted, Frankissstein is a love
story about life itself.

A Good Enough Mother  
Bev Thomas 
9780571348398    €11.20    ____
Faber & Faber  Jan

A gripping and deeply 
intelligent psychological thriller
for fans of Apple Tree Yard and
Lullaby

Isabelle in the Afternoon
Douglas kennedy 
9780091953744   €17.40    ____
Harper Collins  Jan

*The Island Child 
Molly Aitken
9781786898333   €18.65    ____
Canongate              Jan

The Hungry and the Fat 
Timur Vermes 
9781529400571    €18.65    ____
Quercus       Jan

A Good Man 
Ani Katz 
9781785152221    €16.15    ____
Arrow Vintage        Jan

Mirror Mirror 
Paula Byrne 
9780008270544     €16.15    ____
Harper Collins      Jan

The Love Child 
Rachel Hore  
9781471157004     €11.20    ____
S&S           Jan

Moral Compass 
Danielle Steel 
9781509878130   €17.40   ____
Macmillan Jan

It Started with a Secret
Jill Mansell
9781472248497   €18.65    ____
Headline     Jan

A Good Man is a dark and gripping
novel of psychological suspense
about a family man, in the wake
of an horrifying, trying to work
out where he went wrong.

A devastating, close-to-the-knuckle
satire about the haves and 
have-nots in our divided world by
one of Europe's finest and most
perceptive writers, in which an
outlandish conceit follows a kind of
impeccable logic to a devastating
conclusion.

Isabelle in the Afternoon is a novel
that questions what we seek, what
we find, what we settle for - and
shows how love, when not lived day
in, day out, can become the passion
of a lifetime.

A rich, haunting and deeply 
moving novel about the power
and the danger in a mother's
love, from one of the most 
exciting new voices in Irish 
fiction

The feel-good novel of the year
from the Sunday Times bestselling
author of MAYBE THIS TIME.
Everyone has a secret - and
there's no knowing what will 
happen when those secrets start
to come out ...

The unmissable brand new novel
from Rachel Hore, the Sunday
Times bestselling author of Last
Letter Home, a Richard and Judy
2018 Book Club pick.

Madou is the most beautiful
woman in the world.

Danielle Steel expertly weaves a
powerful story of a tragic 
incident with far-reaching 
consequences in Moral Compass.

For the Good Times 
David Kennan 
9780571340521   €11.20    ____
Faber & Faber           Jan

The Good Times is not just a novel
about the IRA. It is about the
heartbreak and devastation that
commitment to 'the cause' can
bring; of violence and betrayal,
breakdown and rebirth.



My Brilliant Friend 
Elena Ferrante 
9781787702226   €11.20    ____
Europa      Jan

Ferrante is one of the world's great
storytellers. With My Brilliant
Friend she has given her readers
an abundant, generous, and 
masterfully plotted page-turner.

FICTION

My Dark Vanessa 
Kate Elizabeth Russell
9780008342258    €16.15    ____
Harper Collins     Jan

My Lies Your Lies 
Susan Lewis 
9780008286842    €16.15    ____
Harper Collins    Jan

Don't miss the new book from the
Sunday Times bestseller, Susan
Lewis. Available to pre-order now!

*Pine 
Francine Toon
9781781620526    €16.15    ____
Transworld Ireland  Jan

'The book everyone will be talking
about' Louise O'Neill 'A package of dy-
namite' Stephen King An 
era-defining novel about the 
relationship between a fifteen-year-
old girl and her teacher.

Three Hours 
Rosamund Lupton
9780241374504     €18.65    ____
Hamilton      Jan

An Unravelling 
Elske Rahill
9781786691026    €11.20    ____
Head of Zeus             Jan

The Rosie Result 
Graeme Simsion 
9781405941303    €9.95    ____
Penguin BBC   Jan

The Red Address Book 
Sofia Lundberg
9780008277963    €11.20   ____
Harper Collins        Jan

*The Boatman and Other Stories
Billy O’Callaghan
9781787330900    €18.65    ____
Vintage    Jan

Your House Will Pay 
Steph Cha 
9780571348213     €16.15    ____
Faber & Faber        Jan

Mr Nobody 
Catherine Steadman 
9781471167232   €16.15   ____
S&S  Jan

White Shadow 
Roy Jacobsen
9780857058126   €11.20    ____
Quercus      Jan

THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
`Written with love, told with joy'
Fredrik Backman, author of A
Man Called Ove `Wise and 
captivating' People Magazine

The Rosie Result is the triumphant
final instalment of the internationally
bestselling series that began with The
Rosie Project.

A novel about four generations of
women and the violent tensions
and loving devotion, envy and
self sacrifice that family life 
embodies.

The sequel to the Man Booker
Prize-shortlisted The Unseen

The breathtaking short story collection
from the Costa-shortlisted Irish 
writerIn these twelve quietly dazzling,
carefully crafted stories, Billy 
O'Callaghan explores the resilience of
the human heart and its ability to keep
beating even in the wake of grief,
trauma and lost love.

The extraordinary new thriller
from the bestselling author of
SOMETHING IN THE WATER



The Absolution
Yrsa Sigurdardottir
9781473621633   €11.20    ____
Hodder      Jan

All he wants is for them to say
sorry... In the latest novel from
the Queen of Icelandic crime,
Freyja and Huldar must stop a
ruthless killer taking revenge on
teenage bullies.

FICTION

After She’s Gone 
Cmilla Grebe 
9781785764714     €9.95    ____
Bonnier                         Jan

A Long Petal of the Sea 
Isabel Allende
9781526615916    €17.40    ____
Bloomsbury   Jan

A masterful work of historical 
fiction about hope, exile and 
belonging, A Long Petal of the Sea
is Isabel Allende at the height of
her powers.

Such a Fun Age 
Kiley Reid 
9781526612151    €16.15    ____
Bloomsbury          Jan

A gripping, twisty new thriller
from the bestselling author of The
Ice Beneath Her, perfect for fans
of Will Dean's Dark Pines. A case
as cold as the season.

Such a Fun Age explores the
awkwardness of transactional 
relationships, what it means to
make someone 'family', the 
complicated reality of being a
grown-up and the consequences
of doing the right thing for the
wrong reason.

BA Paris Book 4 
Gerald Seymour 
9781529385984   €18.65    ____
Hodder     Jan

Black 13
Adam Hamdy 
9781509899128   €17.40    ____
Macmillan      Jan

All That’s Dead
Stuart MacBride 
9780008208295    €9.95    ____
Harper Collins       Jan

Thresold 
Rob Doyle 
9781526607034  €17.40    ____
Bloomsbury         Jan

Deep State 
Chris Hauty 
9781471185618   €16.15    ____
S&S         Jan

A Dangerous Man 
Robert Crais 
9781471157646     €11.20   ____
S&S         Jan

The Dirty Dozen 
Lynda La Plante 
9781785768521     €9.95   ____
Bonnier     Jan

Blindside 
James Patterson
9781780899350     €17.40    ____
Cornerstone       Jan

A dazzling, intimate, and 
profound celebration of art and
ageing, sex and desire, the limits
of thought and the extremes of
sensation, Threshold confirms
Doyle as one of the most original
writers in contemporary 
literature.

There's a darkness in the heart of
Scotland... The stunning new
Logan McRae thriller from No. 1
Sunday Times bestseller Stuart
MacBride.

The powerful new thriller from
the author 'in a class of his own' -
The Times

Black 13 is the first novel in
Adam Hamdy's espionage series.
Ex-MI6 officer Scott Pearce is
about to burn the espionage rule
book. Our world is changing, and
only he can break the conspiracy
and expose the truth. Perfect for
fans of James Patterson's PRIVATE
series.

Pike is dragged into an abduction
case that soon pegs him as the
criminal . . . The explosive, 
compulsive new Pike & Cole
thriller from bestselling author
Robert Crais.

Army veteran turned West Wing
intern Hayley Chill learns of a
deadly plot against the president's
life in an edge-of-your-seat debut
thriller from Hollywood 
screenwriter Chris Hauty.

The gritty new thriller from the
Queen of Crime Drama and the
fifth book in the Sunday Times
bestselling Jane Tennison series.



Elevation
Stephen King 
9781473691537   €9.95    ____
Hodder    Jan

Set in Castle Rock, ELEVATION is
the moving and uplifting story
about a man whose mysterious
affliction brings a small town 
together.

FICTION

Haven’t They Grown 
Sophie Hannah 
9780008286828    €9.95    ____
Harper Collins              Jan

How far would you go to keep
your family safe? The gripping
new page-turner from the Sunday
Times bestselling author of One
Minute Later

The Liar’s Daughter 
Claire Allan 
9780008378356   €16.15    ____
Harper Collins  Jan

Long Bright River 
Liz Moore 
9781786331632   €16.15    ____
Cornerstone      Jan

The Killer in Me 
Olivia Kiernan 
9781787470057    €9.95   ____
Quercus       Jan

Keep Your Eyes on Me 
Sam Blake  
9781786498380    €16.15    ____
Atlantic           Jan

Queenie 
Kimberley Chambers  
9780008208486    €16.15    ____
Vintage    Jan

The Perfect Wife 
JP Delaney 
9781786488558     €9.95   ____
Qurecus     Jan

Recursion
Blake Crouch  
9781509866670    €11.20   ____
Macmillan  Jan

The Other People 
C.J. Tudor 
9780241371299   €16.15    ____
Hamilton        Jan

Keep Your Eyes on Me, a pacey,
twisting tale of vengeance, is Sam
Blake's first stand-alone thriller,
and it's guaranteed to catapult
her into the top-wrung of the 
international thriller market.

Old skeletons and fresh corpses
confront DCS Frankie Sheehan in
her latest Dublin-based case

A gripping suspense novel about
deadly secrets and lies. The perfect
read for fans of Clare Mackintosh.

When the bodies of murdered sex
workers start turning up on the
Ave, the Chief of Police is keen
to bury the news. They're not the
kind of victims that generate a
whole lot of press anyway. But
Mickey is obsessed, dangerously
so, with finding the perpetrator -
before Kacey becomes the next
victim.

The explosive new novel from the
No.1 bestseller. Before the Butlers,
came QUEENIE...

A mind-bending thriller filled
with twists and turns from Blake
Crouch, author of the bestselling
Dark Matter and The Wayward
Pines.

Hush Hush 
James Patterson 
9781787462175    €9.95   ____
Random             Jan

24 Hour Cafe 
Libby Page
9781409175254    €17.40   ____
Orion              Jan



Second Sister 
Chan Ho-Kei
9781788547123   €18.65    ____
Head of Zeus   Jan

Part detective novel, part revenge
thriller, Second Sister explores
themes of sexual harassment, 
internet bullying and teenage 
suicide - and vividly captures the
zeitgeist of Hong Kong today.

FICTION

A Silent Death 
Peter May 
9781784294991    €18.65   ____
Quercus          Jan

Silver 
Chris Hammer 
9781472255341    €18.65    ____
Headline Jan

An enthralling and propulsive new
thriller from the acclaimed and
bestselling author of Scrublands

Six Wicked Reasons
Jo Spain 
9781529400267    €18.65    ____
Quercus Jan

The scorching new thriller from
the million-selling author of The
Blackhouse, Coffin Road and I'll
Keep You Safe.

From the international number
one bestseller comes the most
clever and gripping thriller of
2019 

When You See Me 
Lisa Gardner 
9781529124408   €17.40    ____
Ebury         Jan

The Whisper Man 
Alex North 
9781405935999   €11.20    ____
Penguin BBC            Jan

Things In Jars 
Jess Kidd  
9781786893772    €11.20   ____
Canongate         Jan

Tell Me Your Secret 
Dorothy Koomson
9781472260390    €9.95    ____
Headline          Jan

Shadow Saint 
Gareth Hanrahan
9780356511535    €11.20    ____
Orbit        Jan

*Highfire 
Eoin Colfer 
9781529402025     €18.65   ____
Quercus    Jan

Unlikey Escape of Uriah Heep
H.G.Parry  
9780356513775    €11.20   ____
Orbit        Jan

Agency 
Mr William Gibson
9780241237229   €18.65   ____
Hamilton         Jan

The gripping new emotional
thriller from the Sunday Times
bestselling author of The Ice
Cream Girls and The Brighton
Mermaid

The gripping Victorian detective
novel from the Costa Award-winner
and twice BBC Radio 2 Book Club
author

Warren, Flora Dane, and Kimberly
Quincy - in a twisty new thriller, as
they investigate a mysterious 
murder from the past that points
to a dangerous and chilling 
present-day crime.

From the internationally bestselling
author of the Artemis Fowl series:
Eoin Colfer's first adult fantasy novel
is a hilarious, high-octane 
adventure about a vodka-drinking,
Flashdance-loving dragon who's been
hiding out from the world - and 
potential torch-carrying mobs - in a
Louisiana bayou.

With his acclaimed debut, The 
Gutter Prayer, Gareth Hanrahan 
introduced a world of sorcerers and
thieves, broken gods and dangerous
magic. Now this epic tale continues
in The Shadow Saint, the gripping
second novel in the Black Iron
Legacy.

'A joyous adventure through all
the tales you've ever loved.
Funny, charming, clever and
heartfelt, you're absolutely going
to adore The Unlikely Escape of
Uriah Heep' Tasha Suri, author of
Empire of Sand.



The Doll Factory 
Elizabeth Macneal
9781529002430   €11.20    ____
Macmillan    Jan

The Doll Factory, the debut
novel by Elizabeth Macneal, is a
story of art, obsession and 
possession set in Victorian 
London.

FICTION

*The Hungry Road 
Marita Conlon-McKenna 
9781848271975    €14.99    ____
Transworld Ireland           Jan

Miss Austen 
Gill Hornby 
9781529123777    €16.15    ____
Ebury  Jan

Blessing in Disguise 
Danielle Steel
9781509877799    €9.95    ____
Macmillan Jan

The world's favourite storyteller,
Danielle Steel, explores what it
means to be a family in Blessing
in Disguise.

The Other Bennet Sister 
Janice Hadlow
9781509842032     €17.40    ____
Macmillan   Jan

Mix Tape 
Jane Sanderson 
9781787631939    €16.15   ____
Bnatam       Jan

The First Time I Saw You 
Emma Cooper 
9781472265029    €10.70    ____
Headline   Jan

A love story that will break your
heart but put it back together
again from the author of The
Songs of Us

For Jane Austen and Pride and
Prejudice fans everywhere, this is
Mary Bennet's story.

*Grown Ups TPB
Marian Keyes 
9780718179755     €17.50    ____
Penguin    Jan

*Grown Ups HB
Marian Keyes 
9780718179748     €22.99    ____
Penguin    Jan



*Money Doctors 2020
John Lowe 
9781788491631   €12.99 ____
O’Brien Press

he Money Doctor is back to give
Ireland's consumers and business
owners the tips and updates
they need to make the most of
2020.

*Tab Guide 
TAB
9781999937027    €11.99   ____
Tab Guide Dec

Arboretum
David Byrne 
9781786899507    €23.99    ____
Canongate   Dec

NON FICTION

An intimate, enigmatic glimpse
into the mind of the legendary
musician and internationally
bestselling author of How Music
Works. With a new introduction
by the author

Star Wars Rise of Skywalker 
DK
9780241357699    €28.50    ____
Hamilton  Dec

Packed with information and
500+ images, plus cross-sections
of new vehicles, as penned by
Star Wars scribe Pablo Hidalgo,
it's a must-have for all fans who
want to go beyond the movie 
experience.

Other Lives But Mine 
Emmanuel Carrere
9781529111224    €10.70    ____
Ebury Dec

Just Mercy Film Tie In 
Bryan Stevenson
9781912854790     €12.45   ____
Scribe Dec

Warning to the West 
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
9781784875664   €8.70    ____
Vintage       Dec

Precise, sober, and suspenseful,
Other Lives But Mine offers an 
intimate portrait of the fragility
of life and the restorative
processes of grief, that 
illuminates the astonishing 
richness of human connection.

At once an unforgettable account
of an idealistic lawyer's coming of
age and a moving portrait of the
lives of those he has
defended, Just Mercy is an 
inspiring argument for compassion
in the pursuit of justice.

From Solzhenitsyn's warnings
about the allure of communism,
to his rebuke that the West
should not abandon its age-old
concepts of `good' and `evil', the
speeches collected in Warning to
the West provide insight into
Solzhenitsyn's uncompromising
moral vision.

How to Live 
Judith Valentine 
9780008308308    €9.99    ____
Harper Collins Dec

Fifth Risk 
Michael Lewis 
9780141991429   €11.50    ____
Penguin Books Dec

7-Minute Body Plan 
Lucy Wyndham-Read
9780241430033    €20.50    ____
Hamilton  Dec

Wisdom of Wolves 
Eli H. Radinger 
9780241346730   €11.70    ____
Hamilton  Dec

The Rule of St. Benedict (the
rule) arose in an era when a great
civilization was threatened by 
violence, economic forces that 
favored the wealthy, political
leaders that lacked the trust of
the public, and rampant 
xenophobia.

In The Fifth Risk, Michael Lewis 
reveals the combustible cocktail of
wilful ignorance and venality that
is fuelling the destruction of a
country's fabric.

Lucy Wyndham-Read wants
women to love their bodies and
feel their best quickly and easily,
whatever their shape, size, age or
fitness level. No equipment is
needed, and the exercises are
easy and effective whatever your
body shape and fitness level. 

In this unforgettable book, wolf
expert and naturalist Elli
Radinger draws on her 25 years
of experience among the wolves
of Yellowstone National Park to
tell us remarkable stories of the
wolves she has encountered.

Star Wars Rise of Skywalker 
Matt Jones 
9780241357743    €8.99  ____
Hamilton Dec



Tiny Habits 
BJ Fogg
9780753553237      €14.99    ____
Virgin Publishing Dec

Tiny Habits, BJ Fogg shows us
how to change our lives for the
better, one tiny habit at a time.
Based on twenty years research
and his experience coaching over
40,000 people, it cracks the code
of habit formation.

No More Rubbish Excuses 
Martin Dorey 
9781529105728    €9.50   ____
Ebury       Dec

Feel Better in 5 
Dr Rangan Chatterjee
9780241397800    €18.99    ____
Hamilton   Dec

Expert environmental campaigner
Martin Dorey looks at what we 
recycle, what we bin, what we
take to the tip - plastics, food,
clothing, electricals and furniture -
where it goes and what it really
does to our planet.

Non Fiction

Ditch the pills, beat the sleepless
nights and banish the yo-yo diets.
Simple, effective and flexible - Feel
Better in 5 is the first personal
daily plan of 5-minute tips that you
can stick to and which help you to
sustain good health for life.

Lose Weight & Get Fit 
Tom Kerridge 
9781472962829   €26.50    ____
Bloomsbury Dec

Following on from the No.1 
bestseller Lose Weight for Good,
top chef Tom Kerridge shows you
how to shed the pounds and 
kick-start a more active lifestyle
with ALL of the maximum-taste,
lower-calorie recipes from his
upcoming BBC2 TV series.

80/20 Lifestyle Plan 
Daniel Wheeler 
9781788701372    €16.99    ____
Bonnier    Dec

Breaking Up With Sugar 
Molly Carmel 
9781529370010     €18.65   ____
Hodder     Dec

Jog On
Bella Mackie 
9780008241728   €9.99    ____
Harper Collins Dec

After reading this book, you'll be
armed with all the tools you need
to never have to diet again. My goal
is to educate and empower you, as
well as explaining the life-changing
pillars of the 80/20 plan.

Breaking Up With Sugar is a 66-
day roadmap for going sugar-free,
from an eating disorder specialist
and therapist who broke free of
her own sugar addiction.

Divorced and struggling with
deep-rooted mental health 
problems, Bella Mackie ended her
twenties in tears. She could
barely find the strength to get off
the sofa, Until one day she did
something she had never done of
her own free will - she pulled on
a pair of trainers and went for a
run.

Eat What You Like & Loose...
The Fitness Chef 
9781529106046   €21.10    ____
EBURY Dec

*Sacred Life of Everything 
Sr Stan
9781782183655   €14.99     ____
Columba    Dec

The Art of Breathing 
Dr Danny Penman 
9780008361747    €11.20    ____
Harper Collins

*Book of Feckin Irish Slang 
Murphy & O’Dea 
9781788491709    €7.99    ____
O’Brien Press Dec

You don't need a new diet, you
just need this book.Discover why
restrictive diets always fail, forget
all the dieting myths that are
dragging you down, and start
doing what you actually need to
do to get results with Graeme's
easy-to-understand infographics
and meal inspiration.

Filled with images to concentrate
your meditations on the beauty of
nature and the small grace-filled
moments, this is your key to
awaken your senses to the wonder
of each minute.

'A marvellously beautiful and 
sensitive book.' Jon Kabat-Zinn `
Inspiring.' Professor Mark Williams,
author of Mindfulness: A practical
guide to finding peace in a frantic
world

The almost incomprehensible wit
and wonder of Irish slang words.

BOSH! The Healthy Vegan Diet
Henry Firth 
9780008352950    €18.99  ____
Hamilton Dec

Eat well. Feel great. All plants.



Pinch of Nom Everyday Light
Allison & Featherstone
9781529026405   €20.00    ____
Macmillan Dec

100 brand new delicious recipes -
all under 400 calories - from Kate
Allinson and Kay Featherstone,
the creators of Pinch of Nom.

How Not to Diet 
Michael Greger 
9781529038705    €21.10  ____
Macmillan Dec

Modern Flexitarian 
DK
9780241419762    €22.50    ____
Hamilton  Dec

Put an end to dieting and replace
weight-loss struggles with this easy
approach to a healthy, plant-based
lifestyle, from the bestselling 
author of How Not to Die.

NON FICTION

Complete with tips for getting
started, nutritional and dietary 
advice, and a sample weekly
menu, Modern Flexitarian will 
inspire and help you to embrace a
mostly vegetarian or vegan diet
with ease.

Simply Good for You 
Amelia Freer 
9780241414682    €23.99    ____
Hamilton Dec

Pre-order the cookbook that will
transform your life, from No. 1
bestselling author and leading nu-
tritionist Amelia Freer

Vegan(ish)
Jack Monroe 
9781529005080   €21.10    ____
Macmilan Dec

Fuck No! 
Sarah Knight 
9781787478176    €14.99   ____
Quercus Dec

*Life Audit 
Michelle Moroney 
9780717184736   €16.99    ____
Gill Dec

One hundred creative, delicious
vegan recipes from award-winning
campaigner and bestselling writer
Jack Monroe.

The latest no-f**ks-given guide from
New York Times bestselling author
of the international sensations The
Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a
F**k, Get Your Sh*t Together, You Do
You, and Calm the F**k Down.

Art of Rest 
Claudia hammond
9781786892836    €16.15    ____
Canongate Dec

Seven Day Soul 
Susannah Healy 
9781473685178   €10.70     ____
Hodder Dec

Power of Bad 
Tierney & Baumeister 
9781846147609    €17.50    ____
Penguin Dec

Counting down through the top
ten activities which people find
most restful, Hammond explains
why rest matters, examines the
science behind the results to 
establish what really works and
offers a roadmap for a new, more
restful and balanced life.

'An essential book about the 
transformative power of a grounded
spiritual life' Jack Canfield, 
internationally bestselling author of
Chicken Soup for the Soul

Unexpected Joy of the Ordinary 
Catherine Grey 
9781783253371    €18.65  ____
Aster Octopus Dec

This soulful, hilarious and 
life-affirming book is a manifesto on
how to outwit the hedonic treadmill
and retrain our negatively-biased
brains.

*Fat Freddie 
Stephen Breen  
9780241986660    €12.00    ____
Hamilton  Jan

Fat Freddie is a gripping account of
the rise and fall of Freddie 
Thompson. Award-winning crime
journalist, Stephen Breen, 
co-author of the No 1 bestselling The
Cartel, has written the definitive
portrait of a notorious Dublin 
gangster, a shocking story of double-
crossing, vengeance and murder.



Amour 
Stefania Rousselle
9780241406137   €16.15    ____
Hamilton    Jan

NON FICTION

I Feel Bad about My Neck 
Nora Ephron
9780857526939    €12.45    ____
Transworld Jan

Little Faith 
Nickolas Butler
9780571351114    €11.20 ____
Faber & Faber       Jan

Dear Life 
Rachel Clarke 
9781408712887    €18.65    ____
Little Brown Jan

Shapeless Unease 
Samantha Harvey 
9781787332027   €16.15    ____
Vintage Jan

Wild Game 
Adrienne Brodeur 
9781784742577   €21.10    ____
Chatto & Windus           

Seven Signs of Life 
Aoife Abbey 
9781784708474    €11.20   ____
Vintage       Jan

Last Stop Auschwitz 
Eddy de Wind
9780857526847      €16.15    ____
Transworld         Jan

The Volunteer 
Jack Fairweather 
9780753545188   €12.45    ____
Virgin Publishing     Jan

The Note Through the Wire 
Doug Gold 
9781529106008     €11.20    ____
Ebury          Jan

The Star Factory 
Ciaran Carson
9781838933654    €11.20   ____
Head of Zeus Jan

Frederick Douglass
David  W. Blight 
9781416590323   €14.99    ____
Pocket Books     Jan

'We know that there is only one
ending to this, only one liberation
from this barbed wire hell: death.'
Eddy de WindIn 1943 Eddy de Wind,
a Dutch doctor and psychiatrist,
was shipped to Auschwitz with his
wife Friedel, whom he had met and
married at the Westerbork labour
camp.

An insightful, tender and inspiring
memoir that explores the emotional
side of a doctor's working life. 
`Sensitive, honest and, yes, brave...
Compulsive reading' NIGELLA LAWSON
`Heartfelt, honest, illuminating and
wise' JULIA SAMUEL, author of Grief
Works

The Shapeless Unease is a startlingly
insightful exploration of memory,
writing and influence, death and
grief, and the will to survive.

A daughter's tale of living in the
thrall of her magnetic, 
complicated mother, and the
chilling consequences of her
complicity.

An acclaimed historian's definitive
biography of the most important
African-American figure of the
19th century, Frederick Douglass,
who was to his century what 
Martin Luther King, Jr. was to the
20th century"--

An unforgettable love story set in
perilous times' Heather Morris, 
author of The Tattooist of
AuschwitzThe greatest love 
blossoms in the darkest hour.
Woven through their story of great
bravery, daring escapes, betrayal,
torture and retaliation is their 
remarkable love that survived
against all odds.

In the Summer of 1940, after the
Nazi occupation of Poland, an 
underground operative called Witold
Pilecki accepted a mission to
uncover the fate of thousands of
people being interred at a new 
concentration camp on the border of
the Reich.

Ciaran Carson was born in Belfast
and has spent his life there. In
this memoir, he makes himself
the cartographer of his home
city's spaces, symbolic and 
literal, the scribe of its byways
and avenues.



Putin’s People 
Camilla Bartlett
9780007583034   €18.65    ____
Harper Collins Jan

Vladimir Putin's Russia has waged
a concerted campaign to expand
its influence and undermine
Western institutions. But how and
why did all this come about and
who has orchestrated it?

NON FICTION

Nine Hundred 
Heather Dune Macadam
9781529329322    €18.10    ____
BBC Jan

Three Tigers, One Mountain
Michael Booth 
9781910702956    €18.65   ____
Vintage    Jan

*Brexit Chronicles 
Fintan O’Toole 
9781838935207    €18.10    ____
Head of Zeus 

*Ten Amendments ..
Gavin Duffy 
9781999830625     €19.65    ____
Ballpoint Press Jan

You’re Not Listening 
Kate Murphy 
9781787300965   €18.65   ____
Random House        Jan

Spy in Moscow Station 
Eric Haseltine 
9781785786136    €12.45    ____
ICON        Jan

Facebook 
Steven Levy 
9780241297940    €18.10    ____
Hamilton Jan

At the Coalface 
Maire O’Dwyer 
9781786050854     €17.99   ____
Orpen Press    Jan

Brain Wash 
David Perlmutter 
9781529315561    €18.10   ____
Hodder     Jan

How to Break Up With Fast ...
Lauren Bravo 
9781472267740    €15.70    ____
Headline  Jan

The thrilling, true, cold-war era
story of counterespionage in
Moscow and the clandestine 
eavesdropping arms race.

When was the last time you 
listened to someone, or someone
really listened to you?

A fun and practical guide to
changing the way you shop, from a
popular journalist who was The
Pool's 'Wardrobe Stories' columnist

Brain Wash reveals the dangers of
consumption culture to our mental
and cognitive health, and offers
diet and lifestyle interventions to
heal the brain.

Professional Worrier 
Stewart Geddes
9781473690325    €9.50    ____
Hodder       Jan



Drink? The New Science of ..
Professor David Nutt 
9781529393231   €20.50    ____
Weidenfeld    Jan

The definitive guide to alcohol,
science and our health by a 
world-renowned, leading authority,
Professor David Nutt.

NON FICTION

Vagina: A Re-education 
Lynn Enright 
9781911630029    €10.80    ____
Atlantic    Jan

This Book Could Save Your Life 
New Scientist 
9781529311303    €18.65   ____
Hodder     Jan

A myth-busting, scientifically
proven guide to making you live
longer and live healthier - without
the faddy diets

Weaning Made Simple 
Annabel Karmel
9781509892648    €21.10    ____
Macmillan

Women's Health's Book of the Year
Part memoir, part practical guide to
the vagina, this indispensable book
sifts through myths and 
misinformation with the aim of 
empowering women with vital
knowledge about their own bodies.

Why We Eat (Too Much)
Dr Andrew Jenkinson
9780241400524   €20.50    ____
Hamilton Jan

Trumpedia 
Dominic Knight 
9781760527365   €16.15    ____
Murdoch             Jan

Not a Diet Book 
James Smith 
9780008374280    €18.10    ____
Harper Collins      Jan

*No Fuss Vegan 
Roz Purcell
9781844884193      €24.10    ____
Penguin Ireland      Jan

Eat Green
Melissa Hemsley 
9781529105384     €24.85   ____
Hamilton        Jan

Power of Small 
Curtin Leonard 
9781473666986      €10.70   ____
Hodder     Jan

*Top 10 Dublin 
DK
9780241407721     €10.85   ____
Hamilton Jan

Why We Eat (Too Much) is a deep
dive into the new science of 
appetite and how to reframe our
relationship to food, for good.

Melissa includes plenty of: - easy
swaps to use up food you have to
hand- batch cooking advice and
freezer meals- quick midweek 
dinners- packed meals for work or
weekend trips- family-friendly dishes
- plus weekly shopping planners to
help you save money and time No
pressure and no preaching.

*Causeways Coastal Route
Seth Linder 
9781788490962    €14.99    ____
Macmillan Jan



Quit Like A Woman 
Holly Whitaker 
9781526612281   €15.70    ____
Bloomsbury    Jan

NON FICTION

How to Fail 
Elizaberth Day 
9780008327354    €10.80    ____
Harper Collins Jan

Six Weeks to Zero Waste
Kate Arnell
9781856754118    €28.99   ____
Gaia Books       Jan

How to be *almost* waste free -
for life

Live More Think Less 
Pia Callesen
9781785785542    €15.70    ____
Icon Jan

Stop Depression in its Tracks
with the Revolutionary Number
1 Danish Bestseller

Orchid and The Dandelion
Thomas W. Boyce 
9781509805174    €12.00    ____
Macmillan Jan

Are you a hardy and resilient 
dandelion, or are you a more 
sensitive orchid? Dr Boyce 
explains the groundbreaking 
science changing how we think
about our personalities and life
paths.

Stop Reading the News
Rolf Dobelli 
9781529342680    €16.15    ____
Hodder     Jan

A manifesto about the toxic effect of
news on our well-being, from the 
internationally bestselling author of
The Art of Thinking Clearly.

When Dogs Don’t Bark 
Professor Angela Gallop
9781473678859    €11.20    ____
Hodder      Jan

Kathy Reichs meets Fragile Lives in
this fascinating and compelling
memoir by one of the world's 
leading forensic scientists, Professor
Angela Gallop



Ice Monster

David Walliams

9780008164706 €9.95______

HarperCollins             Dec

Guess How Much I Love You BB

Anita Jeram

9781406391169 €8.70______

Walker                        Jan

From No. 1 bestselling children's author,

David Walliams comes his biggest and

most epic adventure yet! Illustrated by the

artistic genius Tony Ross.

This is the story of a ten-year-old orphan

and a 10,000-year-old mammoth...

Read all about it! Read all about it!

The son of Alex Cross follows in his 

father's footsteps in this exciting new

YA thriller from globally bestselling 

author James Patterson.

Guess How Much I Love You PB

Anita Jeram

9781406391152 €8.70 ______

Walker                    Jan

A beautiful, limited edition of Guess

How Much I Love You to celebrate

25 years of being a heartwarming

children's classic.

I’ve Broken My Bum

Dawn McMillan

9780702300028 €8.70 ______

Scholastic                    Jan

Peppa Pig: George and the Dinosaur

Peppa Pig

9780241392478 €8.25 _______

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

A young boy suddenly

notices a big problem - his bum has

a huge crack!

So he sets off to find a new one.

Peppa, Mummy Pig, George and his

friends all go fossil-hunting with Miss

Rabbit. They search along the beach for

any clues . . . but then George discovers a

whole new species - a George-a-saurus-

ceratops-ROAR! Everybody loves 

dinosaurs!

Peppa Pig; Peppa at Playgroup

Peppa Pig

9780241411940 €5.00 _______

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

A beautiful special edition of Guess

How Much I Love You to celebrate

25 years of the heartwarming 

children's classic.

A beautiful and moving picture book

about learning to carry on after the

death of a loved one, stunningly

illustrated by an outstanding new 

picture book talent. Perfect for sharing,

it will bring comfort to both children

and parents.

There’s a Monster in Your Book

Tom Fletcher

9780141376110 €8.40______

Penguin                       Jan

CHILDRENS

Peppa Pig; Peppa Loves Yoga

Peppa Pig

9780241405017 €6.20 ______

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

Waiting for Wolf

Sandra Dieckmann

9781444946598 €8.70 _____

Hodder                        Jan

It is a very busy day at Peppa and

George's playgroup, but they have a very

special visitor coming in the afternoon.

Miss Rabbit is going to teach the

children how to calm down and relax

with yoga. 

Peppa and her friends are going to 

playgroup, and you can join in the fun!

This amazing book is packed full of

stickers, activities and colouring, and is

guaranteed to keep any Peppa fan busy

for ages! Help Peppa colour, stick and

draw her way through a lovely day with

her friends. Over 50 stickers inside!

Peppa Pig; Peppa Goes Swimming

Peppa Pig

9780241373408 €6.20______

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

Peppa and George are at the 

swimming pool. It's George's first

time and he feels a little nervous but

with some help from Mummy and

Daddy Pig, soon George is splashing

around in the water!

Ali Cross

James Patterson

9781529119725 €14.99 _____

Ebury                       Dec

A cased board book edition of Tom

Fletcher's brilliant, interactive story,

where a mischievous monster has

invaded the pages of your book!

Dog Man 8; Fetch-22

Dav Pilkey

9781338323214     €12.50------

Petey the Cat is out of jail, and he

has a brand-new lease on

life. While Petey's reevaluated

what matters most, Li'l Petey is 

struggling to find the good in the

world. 



Would You Like a Banana?

Yasmeen Ismail

9781406375848 €16.15 ______

Walker                        Jan

Award-winning illustrator Yasmeen 

Ismail's delightfully funny picture

book featuring a very stubborn gorilla

will have the whole family laughing!

Arctic Zoo

Robert Muchamore

9781471407666 €9.95 ______

Hot Key                       Jan

Captain Underpants Two...

Dav Pilkey

9780702301520 €11.20______

Nosy Crow                   Jan

Georgia gets straight As at school, has

been placed first in twenty-six drone

races and has a serious addiction to 

buying Japanese stationery. She plans to

follow her older sister Sophie and 

become a doctor, but her worldview is

shattered when tragedy strikes.

Girl Who Stole an Elephant

Nizrana 

9780241329306 €9.95 ______

Hamilton                     Jan

TWO CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS 

ADVENTURES NOW IN FULL

COLOUR!

George and Harold have created the

greatest superhero in the history

of their school - and now they're about to

bring him to life!

Chaya, a no-nonsense, outspoken hero,

leads her friends and a gorgeous elephant

on a noisy, fraught, joyous adventure

through the jungle where revolution is

stirring and leeches lurk. Will stealing

the queen's jewels be the beginning or

the end of everything for the intrepid

gang?

Middle School Born to Rock

James Patterson

9781784753962 €8.70 ______

Vintage                        Jan 

When Georgia's favourite rock band,

Lulu and the Handbags, advertise a

major music competition where the

winner gets to jam with Lulu herself,

Georgia will pull all the stops to

make sure We Stink wins - even if it

means asking her annoying older

brother, Rafe, for help! 

Super Sidekicks No Adults Allowed

Gavin Aung Than

9780241434857 €8.70 _______

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

Throne of Swans

Katherine & Elizabeth Corr

9781471408755 €9.95 ________

Hot Key

Get ready for superheroes, supervillains

and super-hilarious adventures in this

brand new series about four young 

sidekicks, from a New York Times 

bestselling author!

Written in rich detail and evocative 

language, this is the start of an irresistible,

soaring duology about courage, broken

loyalties and fighting for your place in the

world.

CHILDRENS

Boy Who Fooled the World

Lisa Thompson

9781407185132 €8.70______

Scholastic                    Jan

The brand new, read-in-one-sitting

mystery from the bestselling author

of THE GOLDFISH BOY.

When a little white lie leads to a huge

dose of trouble.

Bookshop Girl in Paris

Chloe Coles

9781471408410 €8.70 ______

Hot Key                       Jan

The third in a hilarious series that will

make you want to rush out and take

shelter in your nearest bookshop.

I Love You Baby Shark!

Scholastic Inc

9781407199948 €8.70 _____

Scholastic                    Jan

Sing and dance along with Baby Shark in

this playful song and story

- the follow-up to the two bestselling 

picture books!

Charlie Cook’s Favourite Book...

Julia Donaldson

9781529023466             €8.70____

Macmillan                     Jan

Celebrate the joy of books and reading

with this special anniversary edition of

Charlie Cook's Favourite Book, featuring

the much-loved original story plus 

additional bonus content.

LEGO Disney Princess

DK

9780241408889 €5.00______

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

Full of fun, colourful scenes, LEGO

Disney Princess My Enchanted Sticker

Book is a beautiful, one-of-a-kind

sticker book and a perfect gift for fans

of Disney Princess and LEGO bricks

alike!



Conference of the Birds

Ransom Riggs

9780241320907 €16.15 ______

Hamilton (Hamish)     Jan

A Map of Days launched readers into

the previously unexplored world of

American peculiars, one bursting with

new questions. Now, with enemies 

behind him and the unknown ahead,

Jacob Portman's story continues as he

takes a brave leap forward into The

Conference of the Birds.

Daughter of Chaos

Sarah Rees Brennan

9780702300554 €9.95 _____

Scholastic                    Jan

Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Meltdown

Jeff Kinney

9780241389317 €8.70______

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

Half-witch, half-mortal sixteen-year-old

Sabrina Spellman has made her choice:

she's embraced her dark side and her

witchy roots. Now her power is growing

daily ... but will it come at

too high a price?

The NUMBER ONE bestselling 13th

hilarious book in Jeff Kinney's 

bestselling Diary of a Wimpy Kid series!

Fork, the Witch and the Worm

Christopher Paolini

9780241392393 €9.95 ______

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

Relish the incomparable imagination

of Christopher Paolini in this thrilling

new collection of stories based in the

world of the Inheritance Cycle.

19 Love Songs

David Levithan

9781405298056 €9.95______

Egmont                       Jan

Nina continues to learn how to use her

slayer powers against enemies old and new

in this second novel in the New York

Times bestselling series from Kiersten

White, set in the world of Buffy the 

Vampire Slayer.

Chosen

Kiersten White

9781471183270 €9.95 ______

S & S                           Jan

19 Love Songs was born from

Levithan's tradition of writing a story

for his friends each Valentine's Day, and

this collection brings all of them to his

readers for the first time. With fiction,

nonfiction and a story in verse, there's

something for every reader.

CHILDRENS

Here in the Real World

Sara Pennypacker

9780008371692 €8.70 ______

Harper Collins           Jan

Infinity Son

Adam Silvera

9781471187803 €9.95_____

S & S                            Jan

From the author of the highly acclaimed,

bestselling novel Pax comes a gorgeous

and moving novel that is an ode to i

ntroverts, dreamers, and misfits 

everywhere, ideal for readers aged 9-12.

Balancing epic and intensely personal

stakes, bestselling author Adam 

Silvera's Infinity Son is a gritty, 

fast-paced adventure about two

brothers caught up in a magical war

generations in the making.

Dog Man 6: Brawl of the Wild

Dav Pilkey

9781407191942 €11.20 ______

Harper Collins           Jan

Howl with laughter with the SIXTH

book in the hilarious full-colour, 

illustrated  series, Dog Man, from the

creator of  Captain Underpants!

Is Dog Man bad to the bone? The

heroic hound is sent to the pound for a

crime he didn't commit!

Just Annoying

Andy Griffiths

9781529022926 €8.70 ______

Macmillan                   Jan

Is this the right book for you? Take the

ANNOYING TEST and find out!

1) Do you ask 'Are we there yet?' over

and over on long car trips?

2) Do you like to drive people mad by

copying everything they say and do?

3) Do you hog the shower and use up all

the hot water?

Titanic (Reloaded)

Ellen Emerson White

9781407198859 €8.70 ______

Scholastic                    Jan

My Story: Titanic is the thrilling story

of a young orphan on board

the most famous sinking ship. Margaret

Anne dreams of leaving

the orphanage behind, and she can

hardly believe her luck when she

is chosen to accompany wealthy Mrs

Carstairs aboard the great Titanic.

Kid Who Came From Space

Ross Welford

9780008333782 €8.70 _______

Harper Collins            Jan

The stunning new 10+ story from the

bestselling and award-winning author of

TIME TRAVELLING WITH A 

HAMSTER, for anyone who loved the

humour of WALL-E, the action of STAR

WARS and the deeply touching emotion of

ET.



Kissing Booth 2: Going the...

Beth Reekles

9780241413227 €9.95______

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

Elle Evans seems to have finally tamed

hotter-than-hot bad boy Noah Flynn,

but now they're facing a new

challenge. Noah's 3,000 miles away at

Harvard, which means they're 

officially a long-distance couple - and

it's tough.

Loved

P.C. Cast

9781838933821 €11.20_____

Head of Zeus              Jan

Lucky Button

Sir Michael Morpurgo

9781406388930 €8.70_____

Walker                       Jan

From the bestselling authors of The

House of Night series comes a new

trilogy following the kick-ass heroine

that is Zoey Redbird.

A moving historical story inspired by the

Foundling Museum, written by 

acclaimed children's author Michael

Morpurgo and illustrated by Michael

Foreman.

One of Us is Next

Karen McManus

9780241376928 €9.95_____

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

Introducing - ONE OF US IS NEXT.

Welcome back to Bayview High . . .

It is a year after the action of One of

Us Is Lying, and someone has started

playing a game of Truth or Dare.

But this is no ordinary Truth or Dare.

This game is lethal. Choosing the

truth may reveal your darkest secrets,

accepting the dare could be 

dangerous, even deadly.

Harry Potter and the Goblet...

J.K. Rowling

9781526610324 €11.20______

Bloomsbury                Jan

Let the magic of J.K. Rowling's classic

Harry Potter series take you back to 

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 

Wizardry. This Slytherin House Edition

of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

celebrates the noble character of the

Hogwarts house famed for its pride,

ambition and cunning.

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire..

J.K. Rowling

9781526610348 €11.20______

Bloomsbury                Jan

Let the magic of J.K. Rowling's 

classic Harry Potter series take you

back to Hogwarts School of 

Witchcraft and Wizardry. This 

Ravenclaw House Edition of Harry

Potter and the Goblet of Fire 

celebrates the noble character of the

Hogwarts house famed for its wit,

learning and wisdom. 

CHILDRENS

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire..

J.K. Rowling

9781526610287 €11.20 ______

Bloomsbury                Jan

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire.

J.K. Rowling

9781526610300 €11.20 ______

Bloomsbury                Jan

Let the magic of J.K. Rowling's classic

Harry Potter series take you back to 

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 

Wizardry. This Gryffindor House Edition

of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

celebrates the noble character of the 

Hogwarts house famed for its courage,

bravery and determination. 

Let the magic of J.K. Rowling's classic

Harry Potter series take you back to

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 

Wizardry. This Hufflepuff House 

Edition of Harry Potter and the Goblet of

Fire celebrates the noble character of the

Hogwarts house famed for its

dedication, patience and loyalty. 

Near Witch

V E Schwab

9781789091144 €11.20 ______

Titan                            Jan

Part fairy tale, part love story, Victoria

Schwab's debut novel is entirely original

yet achingly familiar: a song you heard

long ago, a whisper carried by the wind,

and a dream you won't soon forget.

Unpregnant

Jenni Hendricks

9781912626168 €9.95 ______

Chicken House           Jan

All Aboard the Hogwart’s Express

Cala Spinner

9781407198811 €6.20 ______

Scholastic                    Jan

This laugh-out-loud funny storybook is

sure to delight Harry Potter

fans and LEGO collectors alike. Includes

a sheet of stickers!

Hogwarts Library Box Set

J.K. Rowling

9781526620309 €20.50 ______

Bloomsbury                 Jan

This gorgeous new paperback edition of the

Hogwarts Library brings together three

much loved classics from the Wizarding

World - Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find

Them, Quidditch Through the Ages and

The Tales of Beedle the Bard.

Veronica is top of her class - and somehow

she's found herself gazing in disbelief at a

positive pregnancy test. Even worse, her

ex-best friend Bailey, is the only one there

to help. In this warm and darkly funny

road trip story, Veronica and Bailey drive

a thousand miles to an out-of-state

abortion clinic - rediscovering their 

friendship in the process.



Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire..

J.K. Rowling

9781526610294 €22.35 ______

Bloomsbury                Jan

Let the magic of J.K. Rowling's classic

Harry Potter series take you back to

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and

Wizardry. This Hufflepuff House 

Edition of Harry Potter and the Goblet

of Fire celebrates the noble character of

the Hogwarts house famed for its

dedication, patience and loyalty. 

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire..

J.K. Rowling

9781526610270 €22.35 ______

Bloomsbury                Jan

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire..

J.K. Rowling

97811526610270 €22.35______

Bloomsbury                Jan

Let the magic of J.K. Rowling's classic

Harry Potter series take you back to 

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 

Wizardry. This Gryffindor House Edition

of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

celebrates the noble character of the 

Hogwarts house famed for its courage,

bravery and determination.

Let the magic of J.K. Rowling's classic

Harry Potter series take you back to

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and

Wizardry. This Slytherin House Edition

of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

celebrates the noble character of the

Hogwarts house famed for its pride, 

ambition and cunning. 

Messi Rules: Football Superstars

Dan Green

9781783125340 €7.45 ______

Carlton                       Jan

If Lionel Messi is your favourite

football superstar, then this book is

for you. Discover how Little Leo left

his home in Argentina to lead the

strikeforce at Barcelona and earn the

label, Greatest Of All Time. 

CHILDRENS

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

J.K. Rowling

9781526610331 €22.35 _____

Bloomsbury                Jan

Let the magic of J.K. Rowling's classic

Harry Potter series take you back to 

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 

Wizardry. This Ravenclaw House Edition

of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire 

celebrates the noble character of the 

Hogwarts house famed for its wit, 

learning and wisdom.

If Cristiano Ronaldo is your favourite 

football superstar, then this is the book for

you. Discover how he went from kicking

bottles in the streets of Madeira to becoming

an idol at Manchester United, Real Madrid

and Juventus. Learn how Ronaldo scored

over 700 career goals, won the Champions

League five times, and became the most 

followed person on Instagram!

Harper has freed Prince Rhen from the

curse that almost destroyed his 

kingdom. But all is not well; rumours

are rife that there is a rival heir with a

stronger claim to the throne and that

'Princess' Harper of Disi is nothing but

a fraud.

"This is Littlehaven. Nothing ever 

happens here. Until the spotlight hits

my family." Izzy's family is under the

spotlight when her dad comes out as

Danielle, a trans woman. Izzy is 

terrified her family will be torn apart.

Will she lose her dad? Will her parents

break up? And what will people at

school say?

Heart So Fierce and Broken

Brigid Kemmerer

9781408885086 €9.95 ______

Bloomsbury                Jan

Ronaldo Rules: Football Superstars

Simon Mugford

9781783125333 €7.45 ______

Carlton                       Jan

Nothing Ever Happens Here

Sarah Hagger-Holt

9781474966238 €8.70_______

Usborne                      Jan

Push Pull Pop Hickory Dickory Dock

Curious Universe

9781787723054 €5.99 ______

Curious Universe       Jan

Missing: True Story of My Family...

Michael Rosen

9781406386752 €13.65 ______

Walker                        Jan

Scratch Art in the Jungle

Curious Universe

9781787722743 €6.99 ______

Curious Universe       Jan

Unlocking the Universe

Lucy & Stephen Hawking

9780241418864 €16.15______

Hamilton (Hamish)    Jan

A personal, powerful and resonant account

of the Holocaust by one of this country's

best-loved children's authors. By turns

charming, shocking and heart-breaking, this

is the true story of Michael Rosen's search

for his relatives who "went missing" during

the Second World War - told throughprose,

poetry, maps and pictures.

Embark on the adventure of a lifetime

in this beautiful collection of 

up-to-the-minute essays by the world's

leading scientists including Professor

Stephen Hawking himself, plus mind-

blowing facts and out-of-this-world

colour photographs.


